Biography of Sandi Wilson, MA ATR.
Television Show Host and Producer of “The Suzie Cue Arts and Craft Show”
Sandi Wilson is a registered art therapist and fine artist from Northern California. She
comes from a long line of wood carvers, framers and painting restorers on her mother’s
side of the family (over 200 years). Her father, John Wilson, was a promoter who
designed game shows and marketing strategies for Jackie Gleason.
Sandi Wilson has an extensive fine art background in many disciplines, including mixed
media, photography, painting and sculpture. Her work has been shown in several
galleries across the U.S.
Sandi has over 20 years experience teaching classes in art instruction and art expression
to people of all ages and populations, including elementary school children, college level
students and clients of psychiatric facilities. As a natural progression of this experience,
she is devoted to fostering the creativity of others – especially kids, young adults and
people with disabilities.
Realizing she would need the media to help her reach more people, she joined the
Community Media Center of Guernville two years ago. As a result – and with their
assistance - she now produces an educational and entertaining series of art programs that
reaches a diverse audience throughout Northern California.
During her time at the Center, Sandi studied and experienced a variety of TV production
aspects, including digital video taping, Final Cut Pro editing, Live Link studio, music
video editing, studio camera/crew basics, dubbing voice-overs, and editing background
pad music.
She now produces and hosts “The Suzie Cue Arts and Crafts Show,” a half-hour program
designed to educate people about the arts through local art events, artists and art
demonstrations.
Last year Sandi launched a spin-off of the program, which she calls the “Get Your Ya
Yas Show” - a Retro-comical cooking demonstration that shows you how to prepare
unusual appetizers from around the world. In keeping with the comedic theme, the show
has featured an original “Suzy Homemaker” oven and kids cooking with Sandi.
Sandi has just launched another program, entitled “Suzie Cue Arts Extravaganza,” a halfhour program for adolescents and families that shows several demonstrations of “quick
art” that viewers can easily follow.
Sandi is now seeking an established network to produce her shows, as she believes the
future of education is in television. She is confident her shows can be profitable through
a variety of marketing strategies, which she looks forward to discussing with interested
parties.

